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This Lecture
‣ Sequence-to-Sequence Model

‣ A@enAon Mechanism 

‣ Copy Mechanism

‣ Transformer Architecture



Recap: Seq2Seq Model

the  movie  was   great

‣ Encoder: consumes sequence of tokens, produces a vector. Analogous to 
encoders for classificaAon/tagging tasks

le     

<s>

‣ Decoder: separate module, single cell. Takes two inputs: hidden state 
(vector h or tuple (h, c)) and previous token. Outputs token + new state

Encoder film     

le

P (yi|x, y1, . . . , yi�1) = softmax(Wh̄i)

h̄1

Decoder



A@enAon

‣ At each decoder state, 
compute a distribuAon over 
source inputs based on 
current decoder statethe  movie  was   great <s> le

the
movie was

gre
atthe

movie was
gre

at

… …

‣ Use that in output layer



A@enAon

the  movie  was   great

h1 h2 h3 h4

<s>

h̄1

‣ For each decoder state, 
compute weighted sum of 
input states

eij = f(h̄i, hj)

ci =
X

j

↵ijhj

c1

‣ Some funcAon f  
(next slide)

‣ Weighted sum 
of input hidden 
states (vector)

le

↵ij =
exp(eij)P
j0 exp(eij0)

P (yi|x, y1, . . . , yi�1) = softmax(W [ci; h̄i])

P (yi|x, y1, . . . , yi�1) = softmax(Wh̄i)‣ No a@n: 

the
movie was
gre

at



A@enAon

<s>

h̄1

eij = f(h̄i, hj)

ci =
X

j

↵ijhj

c1

‣ Note that this all uses outputs of hidden layers

f(h̄i, hj) = tanh(W [h̄i, hj ])

f(h̄i, hj) = h̄i · hj

f(h̄i, hj) = h̄>
i Whj

‣ Bahdanau+ (2014): addiAve

‣ Luong+ (2015): dot product

‣ Luong+ (2015): bilinear

le

↵ij =
exp(eij)P
j0 exp(eij0)



What can a@enAon do?
‣ Learning to subsample tokens

Luong et al. (2015)

0 3 2 1 

3 1

‣ Need to count (for ordering) and also determine which tokens are in/
out

‣ Content-based addressing



Copying Input/Pointers



Unknown Words

Jean et al. (2015), Luong et al. (2015)

‣ Want to be able to copy named enAAes like Pont-de-Buis

P (yi|x, y1, . . . , yi�1) = softmax(W [ci; h̄i])

from a@enAon from RNN 
hidden state

‣ Problem: target word has to be in the vocabulary, a@enAon + RNN need 
to generate good embedding to pick it



Copying

{ {Le
de

maAn

Pont-de-Buis
ecotax

…

‣ Vocabulary contains “normal” vocab as well as 
words in input. Normalizes over both of these:

‣ Bilinear funcAon of input representaAon + output hidden state

{P (yi = w|x, y1, . . . , yi�1) /
expWw[ci; h̄i]

h>
j V h̄i

if w in vocab
if w = xjexpWw[ci; h̄i]



Pointer Network
‣ Standard decoder (Pvocab): sogmax over vocabulary

P (yi|x, y1, . . . , yi�1) = softmax(W [ci; h̄i])
Le a

maA
n… …

‣ Pointer network (Ppointer): predict from source words,  
instead of target vocabulary

porAco in Pont-de-Buis <s>

…
in

Pont-d
e-Buis

porA
co ……

… …

…



Pointer Generator Mixture Models
‣ Define the decoder model as a mixture model of Pvocab and Ppointer

‣ Predict P(copy) based on decoder state, input, etc.

‣ Marginalize over copy variable during training and inference 

‣ Model will be able to both generate 
and copy, flexibly adapt between  
the two

Gulcehre et al. (2016), Gu et al. (2016) 

Le a
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P(copy)1 - P(copy)

v



Copying in SummarizaAon

See et al. (2017)



Copying in SummarizaAon

See et al. (2017)



Copying in SummarizaAon

See et al. (2017)



Transformers



A@enAon is All You Need

17
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Sentence	Encoders

the		movie		was			great

‣ LSTM	abstracPon:	maps	each	vector	in	
a	sentence	to	a	new,	context-aware	
vector

‣ CNNs	do	something	similar	with	filters

‣ A8enPon	can	give	us	a	third	way	to	do	this

Vaswani	et	al.	(2017)

the		movie		was			great
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Self-A8enPon

Vaswani	et	al.	(2017)

The	ballerina	is	very	excited	that	she	will	dance	in	the	show.

‣ Pronouns	need	to	look	at	antecedents
‣ Ambiguous	words	should	look	at	context

‣ Assume	we’re	using	GloVe	—	what	do	we	want	our	neural	network	to	do?

‣What	words	need	to	be	contextualized	here?

‣Words	should	look	at	syntacPc	parents/children

‣ Problem:	LSTMs	and	CNNs	don’t	do	this
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Self-A8enPon

Vaswani	et	al.	(2017)

The	ballerina	is	very	excited	that	she	will	dance	in	the	show.

‣Want:

‣ LSTMs/CNNs:	tend	to	look	at	local	context

The	ballerina	is	very	excited	that	she	will	dance	in	the	show.

‣ To	appropriately	contextualize	embeddings,	we	need	to	pass	informaPon	
over	long	distances	dynamically	for	each	word



Self-A@enAon

Vaswani et al. (2017)

the  movie  was   great

‣ Each word forms a “query” which then 
computes a@enAon over each word 

‣ MulAple “heads” analogous to different convoluAonal filters. Use 
parameters Wk and Vk to get different a@enAon values + transform vectors

x4

x0
4

scalar

vector = sum of scalar * vector

↵i,j = softmax(x>
i xj)

x0
i =

nX

j=1

↵i,jxj

↵k,i,j = softmax(x>
i Wkxj) x0

k,i =
nX

j=1

↵k,i,jVkxj
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What	can	self-a8enPon	do?

Vaswani	et	al.	(2017)

The	ballerina	is	very	excited	that	she	will	dance	in	the	show.

‣Why	mulPple	heads?	Socmaxes	end	up	being	peaked,	single	distribuPon	
cannot	easily	put	weight	on	mulPple	things

0.5 0.20.10.10.10 0 0 0 0 0 0

‣ This	is	a	demonstraPon,	we	will	revisit	what	these	models	actually	learn	
when	we	discuss	BERT

‣ A8end	nearby	+	to	semanPcally	related	terms

0.5 0 0.40 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

What	can	self-a8enPon	do?

Vaswani	et	al.	(2017)

The	ballerina	is	very	excited	that	she	will	dance	in	the	show.

‣Why	mulPple	heads?	Socmaxes	end	up	being	peaked,	single	distribuPon	
cannot	easily	put	weight	on	mulPple	things

0.5 0.20.10.10.10 0 0 0 0 0 0

‣ This	is	a	demonstraPon,	we	will	revisit	what	these	models	actually	learn	
when	we	discuss	BERT

‣ A8end	nearby	+	to	semanPcally	related	terms

0.5 0 0.40 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



AddiAonal Readings
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‣ “The Illusstrated Transformer” by Jay Lamar
http://jalammar.github.io/illustrated-transformer/

‣ “The Annotated Transformer” by Sasha Rush
https://nlp.seas.harvard.edu/2018/04/03/attention.html
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Transformer	Uses

‣ Supervised:	transformer	can	replace	LSTM	as	encoder,	decoder,	or	both;	
will	revisit	this	when	we	discuss	MT

‣ Unsupervised:	transformers	work	be8er	than	LSTM	for	unsupervised	
pre-training	of	embeddings:	predict	word	given	context	words

‣ BERT	(BidirecPonal	Encoder	
RepresentaPons	from	Transformers):	
pretraining	transformer	language	models	
similar	to	ELMo

‣ Stronger	than	similar	methods,	SOTA	on	~11	
tasks	(including	NER	—	92.8	F1)

such as in machine translaAon and natural language generaAon tasks. 

Vaswani et al. (2017)

‣ Encoder and decoder are both transformers

‣ Decoder consumes the previous generated 
token (and a@ends to input), but has no 
recurrent state

‣ Many other details to get it to work: residual 
connecAons, layer normalizaAon, posiAonal 
encoding, opAmizer with learning rate 
schedule, label smoothing ….
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Transformers

Vaswani	et	al.	(2017)

the		movie		was			great

‣ Augment	word	embedding	with	posi=on	embeddings,	
each	dim	is	a	sine/cosine	wave	of	a	different	
frequency.	Closer	points	=	higher	dot	products

‣Works	essen=ally	as	well	as	just	encoding	posi=on	as	
a	one-hot	vector

the		movie		was			great
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Residual ConnecAons
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Transformers

Vaswani	et	al.	(2017)

the		movie		was			great

‣ Augment	word	embedding	with	posi=on	embeddings,	
each	dim	is	a	sine/cosine	wave	of	a	different	
frequency.	Closer	points	=	higher	dot	products

‣Works	essen=ally	as	well	as	just	encoding	posi=on	as	
a	one-hot	vector

the		movie		was			great
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input from previous layer

output to next layer

f(x)

x

non-linearity

+x

f(x) + x

f

‣ allow gradients to 
flow through a 
network directly, 
without passing 
through non-linear 
acAvaAon funcAons



Transformers

Vaswani et al. (2017)

‣ Adam opAmizer with varied learning  
rate over the course of training

‣ Linearly increase for warmup, then  
decay proporAonally to the inverse 
square root of the step number

‣ This part is very important!



Label Smoothing

‣ Instead of using a one-not target distribuAon, create a distribuAon 
that has “confidence” of the correct word and the rest of the 
“smoothing” mass distributed throughout the vocabulary. 

‣ Implemented by minimizing KL-divergence between smoothed ground 
truth probabiliAes and the probabiliAes computed by model. 

I went to class and took  _____ 

cats TV notes took sofa
0 0 1 0 0

0.025 0.025 0.9 0.025 0.025 with label smoothing



Transformers

Vaswani et al. (2017)

‣ Big = 6 layers, 1000 dim for each token, 16 heads, 
base = 6 layers + other params halved



VisualizaAon

h@ps://ai.googleblog.com/
2017/08/transformer-novel-
neural-network.html

https://ai.googleblog.com/2017/08/transformer-novel-neural-network.html
https://ai.googleblog.com/2017/08/transformer-novel-neural-network.html
https://ai.googleblog.com/2017/08/transformer-novel-neural-network.html


Takeaways

‣ A@enAon is very helpful for seq2seq models

‣ Also used for tasks including data-to-text generaAon and summarizaAon

‣ Explicitly copying input can be beneficial as well

‣ Transformers are very strong models

‣ Can build MT systems with LSTM encoder-decoders, CNNs, or transformers


